alone can make a man grow to his full stature." The coming of the gospel caused a revolution, a complete break in the web of time; the order of fate ended, the order of grace was enthroned in the very heart of man's personality. What French Canadians have lost, according to this spiritual doctor, is the idea of "the capital role that grace must play in our social and personal lives," the understanding that "the gospel gave us the laws, unknown before, which link man's world to his Creator."
M. Edouard Montpetit (1882 Montpetit ( -1954 was the most human of nationalists. During the last few years of his life he was preparing for pUblication the third volume of his Souvenirs and a work he intended to call Presences. In Souvenirs (Montreal, Therien Freres, 235 pp.) he describes his visits to Rome, Paris, Brussels, Oxford, Edinburgh where he weilt to represent his own University of Montreal or to give lectures on French-Canadian culture. Montpetit was more than an economist; to economy he added history and geography; indeed within his vision all things, science, art, religion, literature, are inextricably mixed. Suffusing all is a spirit of fidelity. His concept of "presence" is a permanent contribution to Canadian thought. One of his disciples, Jean Desy, writes to him: "I can still see you caressing some polished stones you gathered on the beach at Perce, as though they were priceless bronzes. To penetrate the secret of beings, to receive the quickening truth, to translate it into action, that was the programme you outlined for us." Montpetit speaks of "the humanized landscape of France." Many an evening he sat on the bank of the great river of Canada thinking he caught the echo of paddles and voices in the canoes of "explorers, trappers, makers of pathways, tracers of roads." This animation of the landscape by the activity of men who were his ancestors is what he calls "cordial geography." He found a similar spirit in the writings of Georges Duhamel; in Maurice Bedel he found a "poetic geography" even closer to his own feeling. "Start your motor," he says, "and go into the country. It bears the imprint of our history. Note the quiver of life. What nobility in a waving field of wheat! Note how the village unfolds itself along the side of a road like a rosary, with the church in place of the cross. On Sundays it wakes up. The mass brings all the folk together on the church steps. Read the first pages of Maria Chapdelaine. There • _ you have a demonstration of a collective soul penetrated with good
• nature, vivacity and mirtli." So Montpetit created his "poetic geography." Perhaps he was all the more anxious to breathe his spirit into the land since he was aware of an alien wind blowing uoon it from the outside. In view of the shock of "number" and "money" he counselled his people to be watchful of. their Latin values. Yet in the end he made a place for the idea of co-existence and spoke of wealth that was to be drawn from "a collaboration in which two great civilizations meet."
Montpetit's spirit lives on in Jean Desy, Canadian ambassador to France. This erudite and travelled gentleman notes the response of his French-Canadian heart to scenes abroad. An old song he hears in the valley of Aosta suddenly transports him into "our Laurentians." As he turns the pages of the original edition of the Encyclopedie in the library of a Brazilian diplomat he feels at home. One chaptet of Les Sentiers de la culture (Montreal, Fides, 1954, 223 pp., $2.25 ) is a review of the work of a Brazilian poet, Castro Alves. Alves was a follower of Victor Hugo and M. Desy places him by the side of a Canadian disciple, Louis Frechette, and notes that the two meet under the sign of frateruity. As he looks at these two New World poets M. Desy reproaches Hugo for not appreciating the role of America, for not composing hymns in honour of the heroes of the New World, for not seeing that this land was to become the refuge of liberty. What strikes M. Desy in the Brazilian writer is a sense of the human and a sense of America. A broad and deep current of humane learuing informs his own reflections. He directs us to classical authors for the "Infrastructure," the loom on which man's destiny is woven. He speaks of Homer and Virgil as "architects of the soul." From them we acquire the certitude that, despite movements of frontiers and the fragility of conventions, human nature does not change. After them come the great authors of the Renaissance; then later authorities on the gentle art of diplomacy. The secret of his own personal charm is modesty. Wherever he goes M. Desy takes a measure by which he judges the value of human experience: Christian humanism. The perfect diplomat is the Christian diplomat. Men are brothers, he says, in' the sense that they are soils of God. Human fraternity has no longer any sense once it ceases to flow from divine paternity. In history he sees a moment when a spiritual bond was broken, when a hierarchy collapsed, when the unity of Europe was gone forever, when each man became an absolute. Since then man has sacrificed to idols : material science and the guardian state. Experience of the world has sharpened and deepened M. Desy's understanding of the values he learned at home. "A diplomat is a nomad," he writes, "he represents and defends a national heritage." But this conception of his role has led M. Desy to a panacea. Speaking on "the fourth freedom," he says that fear is unworthy of a Christian. Denying "the primacy of the spiritual," breaking away from the supernatural, man has been led into slavery from which he can be freed by binding himseH again to the Christian tradition.
In his presentation of Melanges sur les humanites (Paris, Librairie J. Vrin [Presses Universitaires Laval], 265 pp.) Father Paul Vanier speaks of a "new humanism," of "cultural renewals," of "the new spirit of a rising generation" that stimulates the men of his group. His group is, in the main, professors at the College Jean-de-Brebeuf in Montreal of which he is the principal. M. Etienne Gilson is the outstanding exception. M. Jacques Lavigne has a certain pre-eminence too, as a professor of pbilosophy at the University of Montreal. These men write on such topics as "Spiritual life and the humanities," "The Bible and the humanities," "Virgil, educator of the metaphysical instinct," "The humanities and Christian culture." M. Gilson's topic is "The school at the cross-roads"; M. Lavigne's "The figure of the world." Father Vanier is delighted with "a priceless promise" he sees in these essays; "all are permeated with the same deep desire for a Christian wisdom which, with a new divine light, illumines existence and all reality." We note, in particular, that the beauty of M. Lavigne's thought springs from the intuition of a divine light appearing through a "fissure" at the moment when we reach our limit This Augustinian existentialist believes that life is restlessness which opens a prospect upon the absolute, the divine. There will always be social unrest, always a struggle between man and society, an essential restlessness that nothing on earth can appease. Society has its limits. We come to the limit of our dialectic and feel impotent. But this very sense of limit makes us look higher. In such moments there occurs a fissure, we hear a call, the call of our ideal of justice, liberty, love. "It is the sign of the presence of the eternal and absolute in us that we stand above time and development and are forced to ask the meaning of them." M. Lavigne also wilIns us of a temptation to substitute for the absolute some reality which is merely a reflection of it. " Figure," to him, is an intellectual or emotional framework in which details and events acquire their significance. n Historical science is the field in which the collective soul of French Canada performs its most fascinating exercises. Still on the trail of falsifiers of Canadian history M. Gustave Lanctot has come upon an "unknown" New France which he seems to have discovered in authentic documents such as the Journal of the Jesuits and the annals of religious congregations. The revelations he publishes in Une Nouvelle-France inconnue (Montreal, Ducharme, 205 pp., $2.00) concern, first of all, Mary worship. Sister Marguerite Bourgeois, we are told, had a little chapel built under the name of Notre-Dame-de-Bon-Secours and "solemnly deposited there a little statue six inches tall, carved in miraculous oak wood from Montaigu in Belgium where an image of the Virgin had been found." When Phipps's fleet appeared in the river, Quebec soldiers wore "passports of the lmn1aculate Conception." They were invocations to Mary written by the Ursnlines. So spectacnlar was the devotion to Mary that Peter Kalm, who witnessed some celebrations in 1749, wrote: "The Virgin Mary seems to be more honoured in Canada than God himself." M. Lanctot has discovered that a parliamentary system existed in Quebec in 1657. Strange, he exclaims, that in the heyday of absolute monarchy the Council of Quebec possessed "the essence of a parliamentary system." Again, food rationing, far from being an innovation of the great wars of our time, was resorte6 to in Canada on three occasions during periods of famine .. But where M. Lanctot really displays his skill is in the matter of interpreting a document The source may be pure but only the initiated, historians whose hearts are pure, can understand its meaning. Three historians are ' accused of "flagrant falsity" in misreading the "clear text" of the Journal of the Jesuits relating to the execution of a certain Huguenot. These three historians are "victims of their prejudices, religious in the first case, phllosophic in the second, anti-Catholic in the third." By a kind of historical sixth sense ' M. Lanctot convinces himself that the Huguenot Daniel Voil was shot by a firing squad not for blaspheming but for selling brandy to Indians and that Mgr Laval was "in no way responsible for the execution."
A group of younger historians represent a "new interpretation" of French-Canadian history. Perhaps they come by their new instruments of thought and feeling whlle contemplating the spectacle of industrial expansion. They see power and glory that might have been French if the normal development of ' French Canada had not been interrupted by the conquest. The conquest, in this new interpretation, assumes the character of a classical tragedy. "Canada," says M. Marcel Trudel, "became officially a Protestant colony and it was Catholicism, in its turn, that existed on sufferance" (La Revue de I'Universite Laval, septembre 1955). More than that, "the installation of Protestantism ... was the revenge of the Huguenots." In "the first Protestant sermon heard in Quebec" the preacher, the Rev. Eli Dawson, rendered thanks for "the intervention of divine Providence." To the historian of the military regime the preacher meant: "Let us not speak of the fortunes of war but of the Providence of war." "A few steps from preacher Dawson," laments Professor Trudel, "Montcalm was sleeping his last sleep in a grave still green." "By. a tragic reversal of things," he concludes, "Catholicism, which had been the official and exclusive religion, had to take refuge in a vague status of sufferance; the state religion was Protestantism."
M. Michel Brunet, who collaborated with M. Marcel Trudel and M. Guy Fregault in a work entitled Histoire du Canada par les textes (1952) , this year pUblished a long article on "La conquete anglaise et la decMance de la bourgeoisie canadienne, 1760-1793" (Amerique jranfaise, June 1955) and a book entitled Canadians et Canadiens (Fides, 175 pp., $2.00). The French colonists in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, M. Brunet claims in his article, were "masters of a rich commercial empire which they exploited themselves and did not believe they were · calIed to be farmers." They found this out when they were "eliminated from . the economic life of their country." This historian sets himself the task of "showing how the conquered Canadians of 1760 lost their bourgeoisie," their "capitalist bourgeoisie." By this term he means the "select class of wealthy traders, business men, seigneurs, military men and administrators who formed the natural and indispensable framework of colonial society before 1760." Many were millionaires. After the conquest these men were replaced by English traders and the economic life was completely changed in the sense that "the conquered people no longer benefited by the enlightened and dynamic guidance of an autochthonous bourgeoisie, economically indepenllent, totally devoted to its interests as an ethnic group, capable of building for it a political, economic, social and cultural order entirely dedicated to its serVice." The only victory it can claim is "demographic increase," a "precarious victory," he says, as demonstrated by "the industrial revolution and the massive proletarianization of French Canadians in the service of an economico-social order which they themselves did not create." The absence of this civil, bourgeois class of leaders, in M. Brunet's view, is "the great fact of French-Canadian history since the conquest." "Long and patient research will be necessary," he says, "to reveal all its terrible significance."
In Canadians et Canadiens he talks about the Massey Report, "another manifestation of Canadian nationalism," federal aid to universities, "the two points of view," "the meta-historian Arnold J. Toynbee and French-Canadian nationality," "the contemporary problems of French-Canadian society," "centralism and federalism." His attitude on the plane of federal history is that the federal government is "the national government of English Canada" and that in the process of its historical evolution French Canada has stood by and looked on impotently. The last chapter is an attack on Maurice Lamontagne's stand in Le Federalisme canadien (1954) . French Canadians, M. Brunet says, owe it to themselves to organize their society and their intellectual framework without the help of English Canadians since the most pressing danger is precisely the influence of the Anglo-Canadian element and the movement towards Canadian unity, centralism, and federalism. The chapter on Toynbee is a psychical demonstration of the superiority of the nationalist historian, master of an inIpeccable method, over an historian who takes long and daring and inIpossible flights. M. Guy Fregault could clainI the "grandeur" of Vaudreuil as Canadian. How can M. Brunet clothe himself in the mantle of Toynbee's greatness? By reducing it to his own measure. "Arnold J. Toynbee," he begins, "enjoys great prestige. He fignres among the intellectuals of which our contemporary world is proud." This man has made a "vast search into the birth, development, decay and death of civilizations." He has discovered tlIe "constants" of history. He has taken "the liberty of venturing along new ways." But his very sweep sets hinI outside tlIe domain of "the true historian." "His Study of History is not history." He is a "meta-historian," a "prophet." He "chooses facts that fit in. with his preconceptions." "The professional historian fears his ways and avoids tlIem"; he is "more modest." M. Brunet is a nationalist historian with a flair for prejudices, like M. Lanctot; exquisitely sensitive to psychic movements of reduction and exaltation. "M. Toynbee," he writes, "nourishes prejudices," "harbours resentment." "One of his betes noires is nationalism." Yet he is "much too indulgent towards the inIperialist nationalism of his own country." Toynbee is "English and European." "His superiority complex as an Englishman and European stands out conspicuously in his attitude towards tlIe U.S.A. The great American republic has received tlIe heavy task of gniding the Atlantic world. . . . His nationalisin as a Britisher and European is humiliated by it. Several Europeans, whu nostalgically cherish tlIe memory of a glorious age tlIat has gone, tlIink like M. Toynbee. This fact does not prove their objectivity, nor tlIeir disinterestedness. Still less their humility! It is regrettable that tlIe author of Civilization on Trial should entertain such prejudices."
M. Robert-Lionel Seguin is moved by the tragedy of rebellion, "the tragic autumn of 1837." What characterizes his study of Le Mouvement insurrectionnel dans fa Presqu'lle de Vaudreuil, 1837 -1838 pp., $2.00) is the style. M. Seguin makes us eye-wituesses of the tragedy. Not as an usher but as an interested heir of these "patriots" he takes us round three or four parishes, into stores, churches, manorhouses, looking for trouble. The actors are introduced to us by name. We go to their meetings and hear them protest against the British parliament. They ask for local industries, preference for local products; they speak of closer commercial relations with the United States. Queen Victoria has come to the throne, the Bishop orders the "Te Deum" to be sting in the churches, the priest of Saint-Polycarpe ascends his pulpit and begins a comparison between the new queen and Queen Elizabeth to which his parishioners will not listen. Some walk out. There is no one to ring the bells. They say: The bells of Saint-Polycarpe belong to us and not to Queen Victoria. We see men in a foundry making buIlets, turning scythes into bayonets and the real tragedy begins. "The men of this heroic epoch now belong to history. They will remain the symbol of popular opposition to bureaucratic oligarchy."
The spectacle M. Robert Rumilly presents in the thousand pages of his Histoire des Acadiens (Fides, 1038 pp., $6.75) is more than a tragedy; he calls it a "martyrdom." We are not ouly to shed tears but see crowns on the heads of saints. "All the nllsfortune in the world burst upon and relentlessly pursued this innocent little people." Historical imagination here seems guilty of hyperbole committed under the provocation of immeasurable pity. Martyrdom is a potent word that means death by physical torture. We think of the early Christians, of Brebeuf and his brethren. We wonder too what passion dictates this author's judgment when he writes: "If the frightful storm of Ie grand derangement had not occurred the French would perhaps be in the majority in Canada today." We wonder too at the "miracle" of survival. This little people, deported from Acadia some two hundred years ago, today constitute 15 per cent of the population of Prince Edward Island and 38 per cent of the population of New Brunswick and are so occupied building schools, churches, and convents that M. Rumilly might end his story on the word "hope." Longfellow's poem no doubt has played a role in the formation of the Acadian mentality. "Evangeline created or awakened an Acadian mystique," says M. Rumilly. Longfellow himself merely thought it was a good subject for a poem. But, as M. Rumilly reports, "Evangeline is the Acadian Odyssey. The Acadians take for their national epic the work of a foreigner who never saw them, never knew them except in archives. Moreover they forget the poet. Evangeline, for them, is not a heroine created by an artist's imagination. It is not a legend; it is different from a symbol. It is an historical character who really lived, really suffered, the incarnation of Acadia. Evangeline became the national heroine and not only the most touching but the most living among the daughters of her race. A destiny that Maria Chapdelaine has not known." The same cuit is practised by descendants of Acadians living in Louisiana. In reporting the visit of a group of French Canadians Dr. Louis-Philippe Roy (Avec la liaison franfaise en Louisiane, Montreal, Edns Ferland, 48 pp.) describes a spectacle at Lafayette where some six thousand enthusiastic spectators listened to a chorus of Evangelines and Gabriels and watched folk dances and the crowning of a queen of the camelias. At St. Martinville there is a Longfellow-Evangeline park and a monument to Evangeline, as at Grandpre. Her constancy, courage, fidelity, and suffering were such, says the French Canadian visitor, that she now "incarnates immortal Acadia."
It is a far cry from M. Rumilly's nationalism to the large understanding and suave tone that characterize M. Roger Duhamel's study n' ~l' Politique etrangere du Canada" (Ecrits du Canada frant;ais, no 2). This is a thoughtful account of the growth of the provinces into a country. The union which came slowly and often painfully was hastened into being by the necessity of defence. The succession of dates, 1775, 1812-1814, 1861, 1866, dramatizes the danger of what we now call the unguarded frontier. A feeling expressed in Sir Richard Cartwright's memoirs sums up the situation very tersely: "The real father of Confederation was not Brown, or Cartier, or Macdonald, but Captain Wilkes."
Still another tone is heard in Paresseux, ignorants, arrieres? (Collection "L'Histoire regionale," no 19; Les Trois-Rivieres, Edns du Bien Public, xxiv, 272 pp., illus.). The author, M. Louis-D. Durand, is not a professional historian but a lawyer who took to historical research after being seriously injured in a car accident. He likes to come upon pictures of the everyday life of the people and his genial, witty comments give spice to a work deserving of a better title.
Eight historians joined forces to celebrate the role played by the Recollets in Montreal during the three hundred years of its existence. Their talks, recorded in Les Recollets et Montreal (Preface de Marcel Trudel; Montreal, Edns Franciscaines, 295 pp.), were accompanied by radio dramas composed by MIle Marie-Claire Daveluy. An anniversary was the occasion for publishing a Histoire de Roberval, creUT du Lac-Saint-Jean, 1855-1955 (Chicoutimi, Societe Historique du Saguenay, 369 pp., $3.75). It is a monumental work, well documented, generously illustrated, a mine of information concerning every kind of activity calculated to humanize this hostile region. For a time there was a "mystique" of Lake St. John. In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, when thousands of French Canadians were emigrating to the United States, this region loomed in the imagination of ' nationalists as a promised land. The author, M. Rossel Vien, traces the growth of the village through three periods: black, rose, grey. People came, started a business, then departed to another parish. "The region became adult, folded in on itself and wondered if it had been dreaming. M. Jacques Rousseau has been travelling in new fields. While looking for subarctic flora in the region of Lake Mistassini, M. Rousseau, a botanist, noticed a bear's head impaled on a branch of black spruce and turned his mind from flowers to Indian culture. His studies of "pagan rites in the Quebec ' bush" (Cahiers des Dix, nos 18, 19) have more than a scientific siguificance. They make us wonder, for example, what Andree Maillet's idea was in writing the fiction she called Moose. Prolonged missionary effort has not succeeded in dethroning the primitive faith, taboos, and belief in the truth of dreams which exist in the hearts of the Indians of the northern Quebec forests. Animistic and Christian practices pursue parallel courses. The history of the white man's knowledge of Indian rites strengthens the impression that we are in the presence of immemorial and unchanging religious customs. Three rites are studied as typical of the Indian's animism, rites in which he communicates directly with the spirit world: the shaking tent rite, the sweat bath, and the bear feast. Our religious memory is likely to identify the first of these with the art of the Witch of Endor. If it is used at times as a physical remedy the sweat bath, says M. Rousseau, is first of all a spiritual medicine and a means of influencing the spirits of animals. In his ritual bear feast the Indian communicates directly with the spirit of the most noble of animals; by eating and assimilating its flesh the virtues of the bear are communicated to him. ill 1955 was a year of remembrance for Acadians: the two hundredth auniversary of Ie grand derangement. It provided the text for preachers, demagogues, journalists, poets, and historians like M. Rumilly. In Poemes acadiens (Fides, 143' pp., $1.50) the abbe N.-P. Landry expresses his gratitude to Longfellow, saying: "Your immortal poem illumines history. The listener feels tears well np in his eyes. Your glory crowns a martyred people with a halo." Longfellow's poem seems to satisfy a hunger for national glory:
Tout un peuple epris de splendeurs, Redira tes chants de lumiere! De la, fleurira sa grandeur.
A dazzling crown of martyrdom is a ghostly presence that alarms us in this poetry. Evangeline is a song of love. It teaches us a lesson of selfsacrifice and devotion to others; we misinterpret the poem if we take it to mean that splendour, glory, and power are to be attained by glamourizing the story of our ancestors. Carmen Lavoie's distant ancestor was a pilot. A number of poems in Saisons de boheme (Quebec, Edns Caritas, 1954, 122 pp., $1.25) celebrate the Virgin of the Waters, sailors, cabin-boys and their mothers. Can it be that some of this poet's ancestors were monks and nuns, religious souls in cold cloisters or wearily plodding along "black roads," chilled to the bone, hoods pulled down over their heads, on their way to heaven? Pitiful creatures, beggars, barefoot or in black wooden shoes, old women in shawls, half-witted lads, dreams dancing in their heads, orphans, alcoholics, hanged men, and witches pass across this landscape, rich with Canadian insights in which religion and climate mix. Tender Winter, says the poet, will rock the infant Jesus and we shall offer snow as soft as wool. October is a monk in a red robe. There are cradle songs in this collection and, for older people, a picture of Time the old Gypsy man forever moving his caravan: Marguerite Drouin-O'Donoughue is ~ personal poet with a Secret Desir (Fides, 188 pp., $2.00): "Evoquer cette mort qu'en moi l'fune desire." And this secret is the source of luminous intuitions. Death has come into her life and now she understands that "there is nothing inhuman in death." By her secret she has discovered the poetic truth of the unity of experience, that heart-beats are many-coloured thoughts. The bareness of telegraph poles, the "sinister grey cloak" they wear, which is the knowledge of the death in their tree-life: that is an insight of her secret desire. So also the intuition of the law of gravity of the soul. Newton, she asks, you who saw the apple fall,
Tes yeux immateriels ont-iJs ceUe acuite
Leur permettant de voir 1a 10i de gravit.
Qui regit, ici-bas, nos invisibles ames?
Law, she says, of "terrible, double attraction, law of sublime flights and ignoble falls, law of beatitude and damnationl" Philippe Matteau writes: ''To go to you, beautiful unknown one, I had to cross an ice bridge. I did not dare and now that the sun has drunk it I am isolated." The poetry of Pour aller vers toi (Montreal, Beauchemin, 11 0 pp.) is the art of translating frigidity into wit. We judge that this poet is a devoted botanist. No wonder his unknown beauty fails to appear at the rendez-vous. She would have to cross a river and an island, where she must notice white meadow rue growing by a stream, then climb through low bush where golden rod, Labrador tea, and American laurel would escort her to a lake. There he would be waiting in a boat. M. Matteau is lost in a "vegetable" dream; his joys are pagan, his flowers have souls and his delight is to fall into the arms of frigid sirens with mysterious, Linnean names : Kalmia, Chamaedaphne, Habenaria, Brasenia.
Philosophic reflection is what we find in Gerard Bessette's Poemes temporels (Monte-Cario, Regain, 1954, 59 pp., $1.50), the principal poem of which, "Le coureur," is a meditation more in the tone of Valery than of Lamartine, from whom the poet has taken the image of time as an ocean carrying us into an abyss. By reflection or dream the poet's soul thinks to escape the flood and regain the sense of wholeness it once knew. In the end the runner shakes himself out of his dream and, like the poet of "Le cimetiere marin," answers the call to life. The swan that was once Mallarme's, that was caught in the ice of sterile reflection, rises into the azure sky. Because of the combat inside the poet between a rebellious creative instinct and a strong attraction towards death, this poetry takes the form of a "colloque sentimental," as in "Bntretien nocturne": or the original form of a double vision of sunset splendour, as in "Deux perspectives crepusculaires" where the soul of Astate, a "fatal spectre" brooding on the shores of the ocean, "agitates in vain the panic phantasms of his Satanic revolt" because he cannot hold the "virgin prey" of the red-haired Ophtalme, whose spirit is the splendour of the setting sun.
From a publisher's announcement we learn that Georges Cartier is a young poet, born 1929. One of the key words in his second collection of verse; La Mort tl vivre (Montreal, Bdns de Muy, 44 pp., $1.00), is "presence." Like Montpetit, he sees a landscape that has been humanized; he loves it because he sees evidences of a human presence; but his reactions are human rather than racial. Here is "Signe": Et libre! His notion of the continuity of human life is bound up with a sense of man's communion with nature. In "Voix marines" sea and boat are sex symbols, human generations are born by man's going down to the sea in ships in answer to distant "sea voices," muffied in long flowing weeds, calling over the seas of man's history. The boat returns to the sunshine of the bay "so that, throughout the ages, the sea may always rock new little boats." "Path" is the witness of man's penetration of the mysterious "forest" of death whereby death is humanized; man has "a death to live." To express this idea· the poet uses a geometrical figure, circle and radius, or a literary figure. Ophelia, he says, will always remain a presence, her hair forever bound to the weary branches of the willow. Death, for this poet, is the most intimate of "presences." Death is at the centre of life, of everything, "like a unique flower in the centre of the garden," and we need "to know death to incarnate life." In "In Memoriam" he speaks of his dead brother as unbelievably "present." Each of us is a dead man, life is a mad death and we all live dead. We are paradoxes and enigmas and, as such, vessels of strength in the brotherhood of men.
In Gatien Lapointe, as in many young poets, spiritual anguish manifests itself in a riot of symbolism and synesthesia. By a vision of ships he expresses the idea of a joy that has departed: "n n'y a plus de bateaux· aux ports des matins." At one moment he has a joyful vision of a new morality, of "shining truth on the frontiers of the city." At another it is sadness that he hears, the sad music of an accordion, lost, afar, coming "through the disorders of the world." From Garneau he has learned the power of symbols, the charm of multiple images, and the courage to look into the inner chamber where each man meets his god. Birds, stars, snow, dead water, fire that consumes and purifies are springs of feeling in O/ages de la joie (Edns de Muy, 44 pp., $1.00). On almost every page we come upon the word "child" in contexts which remind us of Garneau's idea of poetic creation as a child's game. The difference between a spiritless morality and a morality of the spirit is presented in a child's pantomime: a child with the sun in its hand is playing in a dead street, building incredible games which passers-by, preoccupied with serious problems, do not notice: In the "transfigured kingdom of the child" this poet finds joy, light, confidence, "beautifuI certitude," "humility to be won," and catches the idea of rebirth. A special significance is discovered by identifying the child with the newborn divine Child whose voice has the purity of an adventure in snow: In 1954 a group of young writers-Gilles Carle, Olivier Marchand, Gaston Miron, Jean-Guy Pilon, Helene Pilotte, and Louis Portugaiscalling themselves L'Hexagone, began publishing booklets of poems in a collection they named Les Matinaox, in honour of the French poet Rene Char. Some of the most significant poetry this year has appeared in this collection. We shall speak of three Hexagone poets, all still under thirty years of age. Jean-Paul Filion, born 1927, is a painter who has found the aesthetic way of life a · hard way to climb. Filion is the figure of the soul that goes hungry in a world where the harvest of spiritual food has failed. In "Un sans abri" he presents a homeless man with nothing to eat. In another poem a small boat is adrift, foul weather having taken the place of intoxicating dreams; the wind is "trying to blow out the last candles of the night." In "Rien 11 manger" a "satin bird" has taken off with a harvest and soared into absolute freedom . From the quick-sand where he is left, alone and hungry, the poet sees "blue fire like arrows hanging from islands of vapour," "fire like bread in the mouths of those who have the power to harvest their food in the fields of the sky." Filion has made himself a "geography," an "island-city," immense network of bridges, roads, railways, rivers, into which he must plunge to find his daily bread, "submerged by the force of the AllPowerful Bread," as he calls it in "Geographie du labeur quotidien," and "bruised by the force of his own impotence." The association of daily bread earned in the city with the bread of the Mass translates the bitter irony of his hunger for spiritual food. Child of pious parents, he was "impregnated with holy water" but undernourished; he failed to develop and was "cast out into the rain." There were days of hunger and fear and nothing to eat; c'etait au temps des neiges primitives au temps lointain de la vie sans racines Jes enfants prenaient peu a pen In garde du mande sans Ie dire a personne.
In the poetry of Luc Perrier, born 1931, the revelation of the death in life brings into play two opposing forces which unite and reach to infinity. This union is the figure of the poet's courage to live. Even if in our loneliness there is no place for laughter, even if life has not kept its promise, even if someone is dead who but yesterday, Monday, ate at our table, even if we face a blank wall of misfortune, "the day has to be begnn again." Perhaps that is the meaning of the title of this collection of poems Des jours et des jours (Collection 1es Matinaux; Montreal, Edns de I'Hexagone, 1954, 30 pp., 75¢). There can be no question of giving up the fight, of laying down our arms. Of the thought that the poet dies to live again in a stream of endless life Luc Perrier has made a ballet. A "lost child; a male child, rolls the landscape round his waist" and another, a female child who has been "found again," wraps herself in the dance and the two children take hands "to raise higher the last comer of the dance." As the dance proceeds she becomes one with the river in whose arms she moves away beyond the farthest star. At the price of death drumming in his ears this poet has won a princely courage to live. In his "little kingdom," "wedged in the eternity of himself," he "digs into the very marrow of time," listening: Femand Ouellette, born 1930, is the poet of the absolute. He has read St. Francis, Pascal, Leon Bloy, Dostoevsky, Saint John Perse and, nearer home, Alain Grandbois of Les Iles de la nuit. As we read the cryptic poems in Ces Anges de sang (Collection les Matinaux; Edns de I'Hexagone, 30 pp.), we think of the St. John who, "in the spirit," saw red dragons, winged beasts, angels standing round thrones and rich men hiding in caves. Gatien Lapointe found the significance of rebirth by identifying his "child" with the mysterious, divine Child. Ouellette's poetic experience is the glory of bloody sacrifice obtained by identifying man's suffering with Christ's passion. He sees Christian man and his god; the law that binds them is the law of identity; man and his god suffer bloody death and stainless glory. As St. John says: "I am in the Fatlier and the Father in me." The key poem in this collection is "Le Christ gaU;rien." This is a new name: Christ the galley-slave. But the point is the identity of man and Christ. The poet exclaims: "0 face of Christ! face of man" and "0 body of Christ! body of all flesh crucified on the tree of our fault." Man's abasement, then, his vileness and guilt, his frantic search for shelter, his longing for purification, are absolute. But also his glory, for, having died in the flesh, he partakes of the divine nature. This experience is expressed with the aid of St. John and Leon Bloy. The poet's eyes are horrified to see the light of the world devoured bv lL !ampant beast; abysses of space, in their terror, refuse him shelter; pain is timeless, abiding in the wounds of "the Poor Man"; nowhere can he purify his blood-sucking hands.
Par la melapee appressante devarante des pas rampants de la bete s'engloutit de Christ l'infinie figure. Then, as the body of Christ, the poet dies to the flesh and he is reborn a glorious creature. Here the idea of "presence" attains its highest significance.-The poet seeks his "presence" in the grave of the death of Christ: In an earlier version he expressed it more simply: o Dieu-galerien lie aux pas de rna vie je cherche rna presence dans la fosse de Ta mort.
It is through bloody death that man attains angelic being. In "Pas d'ange sur les ruines" the poet expresses this thought as a vision of an "angel of limpid hungers" coming from "a landscape of blood" to "a lake of ashes, stone, night, to offer its fire to the chant of hands, to sow its dawns in the eyes of wounds." In the guise of a vision it is a prayer for the healing of our souls, for the restoration of passion to our devotion. Vision and prayer are indistinguishably mixed. Hear his supplication for deliverance from a vault of dry bones:
Ah! quand viendrez-vous Seigneur comme un tourbillon de lumiere eventrer la voute du prefond charnier des hommes?
Synesthesia, the intoxication of spiritual vision, is the ritual language of sacrifice and rebirth. These young poets live in the presence of death; they know that death is the law of rebirth and reuewal of life. A religious thinker like Father Louis Lachance would not fail to recognize in them the special and poetic sign of a revolution in the collective soul of French Canada.
Another and still younger group calling themselves "La Cascade" appears in 15 poetes 55 poemes (Montreal, Edns de la Cascade, College Sainte-Marie, 94 pp., $1.25) . These fifteen poets are students at the College Sainte-Marie at Montreal, where the philosophers have discovered a "new humanism." Multiple inIages that flourish everywhere and children's games make it a garden of budding Garneaus. The atmosphere is charged with loneliness, dreams, and tears, with a memory of children who have run away and stars that have flown away. There is a pretty fiction of a memory falling to earth, taking root and nourishing a life that is thirsting for light. A ballad of three lean mouks and three lean nuns is noteworthy. It creates a kind of wit known as fantaisie by making three sour, ugly nuns laugh after pretending to be very pious when they met three lean monks. There" is a tinge of bitterness in Cleophas Godin, a mystic who speaks of an "inner empire" and an "outer castle."
Teachers in institutions where French-Canadian literature is read will welcome Miss Laure Riese's anthology, L'Ame de la poesie canadienne fran,aise (Toronto, Macmillan, xxxii, 263 pp., $4.00, cloth, $2.75, paper). Twenty poets are represented, most of them by four or five poems; Nelligan by twenty. Besides a general introduction of fourteen pages in which she discusses the four periods of French-Canadian poetry Miss Riese writes short introductions to each of the twenty poets. The book contains no selections from the "very prinIitive" poets of the first period "and none from the very modem poets Fran~ois Hertel and Alain Grandbois.
Realizing that there is very little work by French-Canadian poets available in English translation Messrs Gael Turnbull and Jean Beaupre of Iroquois Falls, Ontario, are preparing a series of mimeographed pamphlets with French text and English translation on opposite pages. Stapled in coloured covers, these booklets are very attractive and may be had without charge. So far three poets have appeared: Saint-DenysGarneau, Roland Giguere, and Paul-Marie Lapointe.
IV
Certain novels offer littie more than the comfort of familiar sentiments. It is possible that readers of Mme Beatrix Boily's Sur la breche (Montreal, Chantecler, 264 pp., $2.50) may be charmed to think that in the heart of Frangois Champagne, "descendant of seven generations" of farmers, pride of race and love of the soil bum like a living flame in a holy place. But there is nothing else in the book to nourish their spirits. Mme Reine Malouin's eel ail/eurs qui respire (Quebec, rauteur, 1954, 251 pp., $2.00) has at least the dear virtue of a personal spiritual experience. There can be no sigbing for the past, says this author, in the rugged country of Abitibi; no exaltation but that of creating. "Here men and things stretch forward to the future. Everything has to be created. The future is under our feet, waiting for human effort that will give it a face and a value."
But all men do not have the will to create the future. Look at M. Rene Ouvrard's heroes. M. Ouvrard has written two novels: Debiic/e sur fa Romaine (Fides, 1953, 234 pp., $2.50) and La Veuve (Chanteder, 288 pp., $2. (0). H e is interested in the man who wants to break out ·of family and local environment and see the world. The north country offers a way out. Jean Latour and Rocb Demaison, the principal characters in the first novel, go north as trappers. Roch has parted from a girl, Lucile, who has become Jean's fiancee. On their way back Jean is bitten by a dog with rabies and Roch, who cannot bear the sigbt of his suffering, leaves bim to perish. Thenceforth be is troubled with a guilty conscience. Persuaded that Jean is dead, Lucile marries Roch. But Jean recovers, thanks to the help of a Eudist missionary from nearby Rivolet who tries at the same time to cure his vengeful soul. Jean is all the more inclined to curse God. "Even if you are a god, you are not a good god." He follows Lucile to church where he wants to cry out: "Give me back that woman!" Lucile is ready to flee with him but Jean thinks better of it and goes back to Rivolet to become a priest. Maddened with hate, Lucile dynamites the house. She alone perishes. Roch lives on to be a rich business man. Years later, on hearing that F ather Jean Latour is missing, he takes a plane and finds him, miles away from the mission, with gangrene in his foot, dying. Rocb, who "lives according to his instincts," is deeply impressed by this holy man, and he is moved to make his confession. The priest hears it, absolves him, and dies. Roch's soul is flooded with joy and light. This one book is enough to teach us that M. Ouvrard's art is spectacular and his psychology shallow. It is a theatrical demonstration· of a guilty conscience, desire for revenge, and purification through the offices of the church. In going to the north country these heroes stay at home.
The chief character in La Veuve is, contrary to the title, the poor lad Alidor Larose who grew up on a farm near St. Leon, a village of three hundred souls set in the hill country a day's journey from Quebec. The folk are peaceful, untroubled by high ambitions, folded in on themselves. It is a typical village and a typical farm. Nearby lives a redhaired widow, Orpha, rich and lonely. After a good deal of urging by his numerous sisters Alidor consents to marry Orpha. This means a trip to Quebec to consult a lawyer about the estate. It is Alidor's first venture into the outer world. The crowds, stores, cinemas of the city dazzle him. Back in St. Leon, he marries Orpha. Once he is assured that everything on Orpha's farm has passed into his hands he buys a Buick car and goes to town. Like Lemelin's Pierre, he feels magnificent as he goes honking through the streets, admiring girls from a distance--his mother had inspired in him "a healthy fear of women and their mysterious ailments." With a vision of a golden future he invests Orpha's money in Super Gold Mine. When Orpha learns that bailiffs are to seize her farm she collapses and dies. At this point the author might have brought Alidor to sound Laurentian reason. All the sisters are standing round father and mother, "as in the portraits," and they invite Alidor to stay. But Alidor says: "At Quebec the port is full of . ships. I want to go places." Slinging his knapsack · over his shoulder, he goes off down the road without turning his head. But we readers know · that he is not the man to go far on that adventure. Despite his expressed desire "to go places," we feel certain that he will get nowhere.
M. Jean Filiatrault has written two shocking but powerful books. He is interested in sombre, destructive passions. He sees a woman who hates her father or husband and fights to possess something she loves as her own exclusive property. Jean-Baptiste in Terres steriles (1953) , was a "monster" of hate; so was Marie-Louise, his daughter. Hate is a "chain of fire" that links one generation, to another, a "subterranean fire" seeking "an orifice through which to spit its lava." Marie-Louise hated her father because he denied her everything. When the boy Philippe came along she closed her arms around him and refused to allow even the doctor into the domain of her possessive love. She fought to keep him and lost. Philippe's death defeated her. She flew into a rage, threw a lamp against a wall and burned her house and herseli. Bastien, in the new book Chaines (Montreal, Le Cercle du Livre de France, 246 pp.), is reminded of Marie-Louise when he sees a dried-up tree. She had remarkable strength of character, he thinks, for going to that extreme. Bastien's father is Marie-Louise's cousin. The insanity of hate runs in the family.
This new book contains two studies of possessive love, love that has its roots in hate. One centres around the boy Serge and his mother Eugenie. Worst of her stratagems to hold him, is her fabrication of a "lie" about her husband calculated to drive away any girl that might cast designing eyes on Serge. M. Mathieu, she tells Veronique, went mad and had to be interned. Serge too, she suggests, shows signs of madness. Out of consideration for her own happiness Veronique must never think of marrying him. Eugenie's life is a struggle for power. "To have conquered is the essential tbing." When Serge maddens his mother by saying that she has made Veronique shun him, Eugenie fears he has learned her secret scheming. One evening, as he goes out to meet Veronique, she feels defeated. She sits stroking her pet cat and the thought occurs to her that if she pressed her fingers firmly around its neck, in a few minutes it would be dead. "Never would she consent to part with her son; no one would take him from her. Against them all she would continue to love him with her heart, with her flesh also, in the darkness of her flesh." The power of his mother's vengeful spirit paralysed Serge. He was unable to hold Veronique. But if Eugenie won this battle she lost her battle with Alban, Veronique's brother. Serge's discovery of their affair puts him into a torrent of jealousy and he resolves to leave. Into a suitcase he puts a photograph of his mother with her cat on her knees. But Serge, his mother knew, could not get away from her. "They were chained by bonds that could resist every other passion." Let him marry a girl and "she would glide stealthily between them and accomplish her work of destruction." Eugenie was stroking her cat and to match action with thought she pressed her fingers into its throat and strangled it. "My God! What have I done? What am IT' she screamed.
For Filiatrault, it seems, strangling a pet cat is a ritual act whereby a woman's vengeful soul reaps the consolation of an exclusive and eternal love. This situation is developed in the second study, "The Chain of Blood," where the officiant is the son, Bastien. Like Philippe, he is a sick boy; his mother can pet him. He has a black cat, Noireau, on his bed. His mother is unhappy, ill-treated by her husband. Hearing her scream Bastien felt like killing his father. His fingers, as they caressed the cat, pressed its delicate throat. The animal leaped off the bed and turned its eyes on him, "terribly green and sparkling with fright." "I don't know," he reflected, "why I like that fright." Later he killed the cat, saying by way of justification: "Noireau suffered from old age. It asked only to die. I killed it because I loved. it. That was logical." Because he killed the cat his father said he must leave the house. The mother, protesting, threw herself on the boy's bed and sobbed: "Your father is trying to separate us." As her head lay on the pillow Bastien dried her tears with his fingers which moved over her face and suddenly grasped her throat and held it till she lay dead beside him. Here Filiatrault develops a super-vital logic of consolation, something such souls seek but cannot find in life. Bastien is interned in a mental hospital which he takes to be a hotel; waiters and guests alike are dressed in white. He lives by a "logic" which is "above life." The masses of people on "the other shore" are slaves to work, the dead are alive, and the living are unworthy of being dead. Suddenly, after the sun has gone down, the beloved mother you have strangled comes and sits on your bed. "When you are dead and live, it is with the things that you desire that you live .. . with things and beings as you wish them to be eternally." We have the impression that we are listening to Nerval. Bertrand Vac's experience is that of his Captain Grenon in Deux Portes ... une adresse (1952) . He returned from war in Europe and found that he could no longer consider himself a real French Canadian. Narrow-mindedness, mental stagnation, and clerical dictatorship revolt him. A citizen of the world, he stands aside in his resolve to think and feel for himself. His new book, Saint-Pepin, P.Q. (Le Cercle du Livre de France, 272 pp., $2.00) is social criticism; the tone is detached, savage, yet light; ruthless the will to seize the last intimate detail that releases our tolerant laughter. At st. Pepin the member of the provincial legislature has died and a new one has to be elected in his place. Desire for prestige, honour, financial gain, all the powers of these village souls ar. e released in the battle for the seat, but we are mainly concerned with Polydor, who runs a hardware store, his wife Nini, animated solely by a vision of glory, their small boy who provides the excitement of childish mischief, Clara the maid, who finds the family's elevation to dignity somewhat irritating, and Joe, a self-seeking backer who functions as Polydor's manager. Polydor was elected. Bitter adversaries and friends alike showered him with congratulations. To her great joy Nini found herself on the same plane of dignity as the judge's wife. But even that was not the limit of her vision. "Quebec was waiting for her. People no doubt were already speaking of her in that city. In a month she would be at the opening of parliament. The newspapers would give a description of her dress. It was too wonderful!"
Rue Deschambault (Beauchemin, 261 pp., $2.00) is Mme Gabrielle Roy's version of the family life which her sister Marie-Anna A. Roy described in Le Pain de chez nous (1954) . Every story in it is overcast with a delicate though often sad beauty. The father's business was to direct migrants, Ukrainians and Ruthenians, to lands suitable for settlement. He was proud of the colony at Dumea. For ten years he had watched it grow in the valley of the Lost River. Then a prairie fire destroyed it all. One story demonstrates the absurdity of French-Canadian ideas. When Eveline, the mother, with her youngest daughter visited relatives in Montreal she had to defend her husband against a sister-in-law who spoke of Edouard as a deserter to the English. "But Ursula, we are all subjects of the King of England. While settling colonists in the west and working for the grandeur of the country your brother has in no way denied his French-Canadian past." The mental alienation of Alicia is the most touching of these stories. She was a child with black hair and deep blue eyes in which her mind flickered for a moment only, to express the enormity of the suffering in the world.
But above all this book is a spiritual autobiography. We know now how the youngest of these children felt when her father called her "Little Misery." "No," she said to herself, "I am not misery. Never shall I be like you." A sad man, he loved to sit up at night, drink black coffee and muse. He would put his finger on a map and speak of a village he had created. He would make his daughter see tiny low houses on the plain, new homes, with people inside around a table. There was no place for xenophobia in her father's life. "My immigrants," he would say, as though they were members of his own family. One spring night, when the frogs were singing triumphantly, this daughter was possessed by the desire to be a writer. Her mother warned that "this gift is a mishap in a way, it drives other people away from you, it separates you from everybody almost." But the daughter accepted her destiny. "I hoped," she says, "that I could have everything, life warm and true like a shelter and also time to capture the echo of it in the depths of my soul; time to walk and time to stop and understand; time to withdraw into myself and then catch up to the others and cry gleefully: , 1954, 166 pp., $1.50) is a collection of tales in which slightness of theme seems to call for gorgeous display of decoration. It is baroque and fantaisist art used to the end of creating refined mockery of such familiar obsessions as ancestor worship, desire for revenge, "cordial geography,'" and Laurentian man's guilt complex. "Fantaisie sur un theme ancien" is richest in colour and perfume. Felix, surnamed the Bull Hearted, who first saw the light on the banks of the majestic St. Lawrence, finds himself riding through the kingdom of Rachild AbenApu caressing the hope that he may meet once again the beautiful dancer Zilda Prunier of the Folies Bergeres. In the palace 'where shebas prepared a welcome for him Zilda exhausts the resources of her oriental arts to charm her trans-Atlantic visitor, but Felix is saved by a vision of his mother in St. Cunegonde where she sells "hot-dogs watered with spruce beer, so cold, so refreshing." Philippe La Ferriere is also the author of a successful radio sketch entitled Le Demon (Edns du Cerbere, 1953, 69 pp., $1.00). Claudine et les ecueils (Paris, Edns de I'Ermite, 1954, 63 pp., $1.75), Fran~ois Hertel's latest dialogue, dramatizes his own inner Iife, the secret of which is loneliness, "essential incompleteness." This piece demonstrates the proposition that drama and life are synonymous and contemporane-ous. Zone (Ecrits du Canada jranrais, no 2), a very touching play in three acts by the talented dtamatist M. Marcel Dube, raises the question of the pernicious influence of the movies. A gang of lawless young toughs are engaged in smuggling American cigarettes, according to a system they have seen in the movies. They have a capable leader wbo calls himself Tarzan, the jungle man. Except one, a Judas, his followers are loyal. But the real betrayer is the leader himself. During his threeday stay in prison, where he is incarcerated for shooting a customs officer, be has an illumination in which he realizes that he is not living in films but in real life with unglamorous responsibilities to those he professes to lead. "All that is over," he says to Ciboulette, when he escapes. "Tarzan is big and strong, he triumphs over everything: animals, cannibals, bandits. I'm just an orphan and I'd like to be left quiet for one day in my life. My name is Fran\iOis Boudreau. I've killed a man, I've escaped from jail and I'm certain they're coming down on me." "You're still Tarzan for me," she said. He hesitated to go with ber and was shot.
v There was once a man for whom to live was to criticize, to think and feel and act according to the best standards he could find. Jules Fournier is remembered as a fighting journalist; but be was, perbaps, the best critical mind of his period, 1884-1918. M. Adrien Therio devotes the last chapters of Jules Fournier, journaliste de combat (Fides, 245 pp., $2.00) to Fournier as a critic and stylist. Fournier wa<, fond of Voltaire, Baudelaire, Renan, Anatole France, Jules Lemaitre; "Canadian literature does not exist." When criticism does not exist, he maintained, you search in vain for literature and there is no criticism in Canada. Canadians do not know how to distinguish a work that has some value from one that bas none. And while he was making these statements he was collecting pieces from eighty-three poets for his A nthologie des poetes canadiens and writing critical articles whicb are masterpieces of their kind. His manner, to use his own words, was to make "pleasant mud splashes on certain faces." But his cruel comparisons were the measure of his sensitivity, the pain he suffered in the presence of false opinion, false judgment, false pretence. Excess, witb Fournier, was a critical instrument for awakening the conscience of his readers. The best example of his method in literary criticism is an article entitled "Let those who have eyes see." It is directed to a work that had been praised by the abbe Camille Roy, the popular nationalist critic of the day, and its purpose, in part, is to unmask this pretender, to demonstrate that he is utterly devoid of critical intelligence. Fournier begins by covering M. Roy with titles: he is a graduate of the "College de Rome, licencie es lettres of the Sorbonne, a great traveller, a great student, an author who has written works that are highly appreciated .... " On M. Roy's advice, he has looked into the book for the beauties M. Roy has found in it: "This book, which M. Roy admires so much, not only lacks style and grammar, it constitutes from beginning to end the most lugubrious piece of buffoonery that has ever seen the light of day in this fair land."
Fournier applied his art to the living. Scholars in university halls usually apply theirs to dead authors. But if there is still something living in the authors they disinter, their critical labours may not be in vain. What, we may ask, is still alive in the work of Frechette? Guy Sylvestre and Jean Desy regard him as the Canadian Hugo who hailed the New World hero and greeted America as the "saviour of the world." Curiously enough that heroic voice is dead now, and what remains? An art, "more realist" than that of his contemporaries, of describing nature and telling stories about types of people his fellow Canadians recognize and delighuo meet. As his dissertation, Louis Frechette, prosateur (Levis, Le Quotidien, 238 pp., $2.00), abundantly shows, Dr. George A. Klinck has gone to enormous pains to locate and make us appreciate the prose writings of Frechette, many of which, outside the collection called Originaux et derraquiis, slumber in journals and magazines of the time.
Brother Levis Fortier's Le Message pobique de Saint-Denys-Garneau (Ottawa, Edns de I'Universite, 230 pp., $2.50) deals with a writer who, though dead, is alive in a very real sense. Garneau, for M. Fortier, is a poetic wituess of the "void that oppresses our time," who marks the need of returning, after 'the experience of human insufficiency, to the contemplation of first and last things. He sees "the mysterious theatre of his sonl" with its two hills, life and death, and the lake between where the poet stands, alone, in the "valley of his contemplation." He sees a poet who realizes that man is a microcosm and attempts "to remake the synthesis of the universe in function of his destiny," as a child builds its world with its blocks. M. Fortier traces the graph of Garneau's spiritual evolution from 1935 to 1943, especially noting the highest point where the poet found "rest, resiguation, inner freedom, joyful certitude," , before the night of black despair. M. Fortier is aware of all that has been written on Garneau; perhaps he adds to our understanding of the poet by such concepts as "Barresian spirituality" and "integral realism." It now remains to show that Garneau, by what Jean Le Moyne calls "urgency o~ the absolute," by his courage to descend into the theatre of his soul, by his need to strip his being to the bone, lives and grows in the poetry of young men like Gatien Lapointe and Fernand Ouellette.
The man who knew Garneau most intimately was Jean Le Moyne, and to enter into the theatre of Garneau's soul, of the collective soul of French Canada, perhaps, there is no better way than by an article of his that appeared in Cite Libre (no 12) under the title of "L'atmosphere religieuse au Canada fran9ais." "Our religion today," says Le Moyne, "is clericalism and, as such, irresistibly disposed to inquisitorial domination." . "Guilt gives the drama of our religious conscience its true diniensions." "Dualism is the foundation of French-Canadian philosophy." We have lost "the sense of human wholeness" and the joy of "reconciliation with ourselves." "Infernal regions exhaled a mistrust of everything that flowered joyfully on this earth and everywhere there opened before our eyes perspectives of suffering." That is why Garneau shivered for his soul as he beheld the beauty of a sunset. Another way of approach is described by Gerard Pelletier in "Dialogue sur un suicide" which appears in the same magazine. In this country there is only one morality, only one way of life, and he who refuses to walk in that way finds himself in a desert. "Here," says Pelletier, "unbelievers are like wanderers who have left the caravan and, as no other passes this way,' they live in an inhuman solitude." Solitude, then, is "the state of a man who rejects the Christian synthesis and can find no other." Solitude is it way of approach to the souls whose tragedy may be witnessed in the pages of Robert Elie and Andre Giroux.
Again, in the same magazine, we find an important article entitled "Ideologie et crise de conscience du Canada frangais" in which the author, M. Marcel Rioux, uses his science of ethnology to find a way of approach. M. Rioux observes three kinds of mentality: the "mythic" or romantic mentality that cherishes an exalted idea of French culture; the historical mentality, the defe\lder of "our national doctrine"; and the existentialist mentality. The last is the mentality, M. Rioux suggests, that indicates the road we should follow. It examines the present condition of things and asks how a human being, born in French Canada, is equipped to fulfil his life as a man and tries to find out how he compares with men of other nationalities. It seeks to judge prohlems not in relation to myth but in relation to a person engaged in the realization of his potentialities. Since this is the attitude of the proletariat and of "engaged" social scientists and contemporary philosophers M. Rioux favoiIrs a "left" which will fight staguation, romanticism, and a "fossilized ideology" in the ·name of "the right to be men." of Mme Marie-Antoinette Gregoire-Coupal's book on Haiti, La Charmeuse noire (Beauchemin, 137 pp.) , is intended to evoke the fascination and terror of life in that country. Le Front des pauvres (Fides, 1954, 291 pp., $2.50 ) is a literary monument erected by a FrenchCanadian priest, Father Joseph Ledit, to the glory of the workers of the spiritual resurrection of Mexico.
One of the most beautiful books that has come to our attention is Divertissements Iitteraires (Les Trois-Rivieres, Edns Trifiuviennes, 394 pp., $4.00), by MIle Claude Francis. It is a collection of medieval and Renaissance texts, accompanied by numerous photographs of paintings, manuscripts, cathedrals, and castles, and forms the first volume in a series of four, the last of which is to be devoted to Canadian literature. This work is a "living anthology," a "dramatic resurrection" of social and family life. Intended for use in women's colleges, the accent is on the feminine note; students begin by attending a soiree in the great hall of the castle of Marie de Champagne and emerge at the court of Henry III.
We should also mention Etudes sur Ie parler fran,ais au Canada (Presses Universitaires Laval, 221 pp.), which contains articles by various scholars on place-names, popular names of plants, borrowings from English, words used in the arts and crafts, and a linguistic atlas of French Canada.
Finally, a new magazine called Points de vue has appeared (SaintJerome, Que., C.P. 25, vol. I, no. 1, sept. 1955, 34 pp., 25¢); it aims to direct attention to all aspects of Canadian life, including the life of a Canadian author.
XII. PUBLICATIONS IN OTHER LANGUAGES

Watson Kirkconnell
This, the twenty-first year that I have covered in these annual surveys, has shown much the leanest harvest yet in the field of belles lettres. There has been no drama, no original poetry of any dimensions, and not even any new fiction by Canadians. There have been, however, three notable reprints of Ukrainian fiction. One is The Hanger-on, first published in 1869 by Ivan Nechuj- Levyts'kyj (1838 Levyts'kyj ( -1918 , when the denationalizing of the Ukrainians at Russian hands was particularly violent. This early work was largely concerned with the dilemma of the
